Mon drapeau est rouge et jaune. Mon drapeau a trois bandes et un blason.

Mon drapeau est rouge, blanc et bleu. Mon drapeau a trois bandes.

Mon drapeau est bleu et blanc. Mon drapeau a trois bandes et une étoile.

Mon drapeau est rouge, blanc et vert. Mon drapeau a trois bandes.

Mon drapeau est rouge, bleu et jaune. Mon drapeau a trois bandes et neuf étoiles.

Décris ton drapeau !
How to fold the minibooks:

Fold the paper in half widthways. (fig. 1)

Keep the pre-printed side on the outside to make the folding easier later. The wrong side of the paper is shown grey in these illustrations.

Fold the paper in half again, in the same direction, to make a long bookmark shape. (fig. 2)

Fold the paper in half once more, this time in the other direction. (fig. 3)

Unfold your last two folds. (fig. 4)

Cut or tear from the centre of the fold to where the two fold lines meet. (fig. 5)

Open out the piece of paper. It will be divided into 8 sections and will have a hole in the middle. (fig. 6)

Fold the paper in half again, lengthways this time, so that you have a row of 4 sections on each side. (fig. 7)

Hold one end in each hand and push your hands together (fig. 8) until the cross-section looks like fig. 9.

Find the cover of your minibook and fold the pages the right way. Your minibook is finished. (fig. 10)